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To all whom it may, concern. the date that it can not possibly be changed. I 
Be it known that HJALMAR A. ANDER- provide at a suitable point upon the instru 

SON, a citizen of the United States, residing ment a blank space containing three or . at Grantsburg, in the county of Burnett and more vertical columns. 10, 1,12. These 6. 
5. State of Wisconsin, have invented certain |??????? intersected by horizontal lines new and useful Improvements in Negotiable which divide them into spaces and the spaces 

Instruments, of which the following is a of the first column contain theinames of the 
specification, reference being had 'to the ac- ??????? months of the year or abbreviations . 
"companying ?? . . . . . . . of such marties, as shown. The spaces of the 65 10. This invention, relates to improvements in one or more columns 11 contain the numbers blanks for negotiable instruments and more from 1 to 31 to represent the different days. 
particularly to an interest bearing, negoti-, of a month and the spaces of the last column 

- able certificate of deposit. . . . . . 12 contain numbers representing a series of . 
i The object of the invention is to pro- succeeding years." Said columns 10, 11, 12 zo 

15 vide a blank of this character which may be are suitably desigiated at their upper ends. . readily filled out by the issuing bank for any and immediately above them at the top of the 
: sum within certain limits, thereby dispensing space 9 is the word “Date” which calls at 

... with the necessity of the bank having a plu-' tention to said space. When the instru . . . : rality of forms for different amounts, which ment is issued one of the spaces in each of 75 
20 will have its date and amount so marked that the columns 10, 11, 12 is punched or other it will be impossible for the same to be wise marked so that no change can be made changed aid which will contain an interest in such marking. As illustrated, said spaces. 

talle showing the amount of interest accrued l fifié punched, as indicated at 13. By punch 
at different dates during the life of the in-ing said spaces, it will be impossible for any 80 

25 strument. . . . . . . one to alter the date of the instrument with 
The abóve and other objects of the inven- out such alteration being apparent. . . 

tion are attained in its preferred embodi- The c-rtificate also contains an interest. 
ment illustrated in the accompanying draw- table 14 and information relative to the rate . . 

sing which shows the improved negotiable of interest, the method of computing the 85. 
30 certificate of deposit bearing interest at the same and the length of the life of the cer 

rate of 4% computed semi-annually. . . . . .tificate. In the illustration, the rate of in 
. In the drawings 1-denotes the body of the terest given is .4% per annum but it will be 

certificate which, in practice, is a blank form understood that the rate may be any amount having a space 2 to receive the name of the either simple or compound interest. It will 90 
35 obligor which in the illustration is a fictitious also be understood that the interest bearing 

-bank. It also has a suitably designated iife of the certificate may be for a longer 
space 3 to receive the name of the deposito or shorter period than five years as in the 
and also a suitably designated space.4 to re- illustration and that the interest may be 

". ceive the name of the payee, said spaces 3,4, computed quarterly or otherwise instead of 95. 
40 in the illustration being filled in with the fictisemi-annually as in the illustration. The tious names of John Doe and Richard Roe. interest table 14 is arranged in a rectangular 

It further has a suitably designated blank space suitably located upon the body of the 
space 5 to receithesignature of the cashier certificate and it preferably consists of a 

... or other officer of the bank issuing the certi- table which will show the amount of in loo. 
45. ficate... . . ”- ” . - : il terest accrued on different sur, at the ex-. . 
- 6 and denote two blank spaces to receive piration of different periods of, ime, it be 

the amount of the principal of the obliga-ing so designated "Table showing due tion, which amoint in the illustration is dates and ??????. interest accrued at the . . . 
$156.00 and is written out in words in the different due dates", or words of similar 105 50 space 6 and written in figures or numerals import, , Said rectangular. space is ruled in the space 7. A suitably designated space vertically, and horizontally into vertical col 
8 is also provided to receive an identifying umns and horizontal rows of 'spaces. The 
legend such as a numeral, the same being | spaces of the upper row 15 contains ª nu i the arbitrary number 768 in the illustration. nerals representing different sums of money 110 
-In order to permit the certificate to be from $1.00 upward, each of saidspaceshead .55 ? ?? . l given any desired date, and to so designate ling one of the vertical columns in the spaces 
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of which are numbers representing the 
allount of interest accrued at the expiration of different periods of time represented by 
numbers in the first vertical column 16 at 
the left of the table. In the illustration, 
the first time period is six months and each 
§§ period is six months greater than the preceding one, but it will be understood 
that they may be longer or shorter if de 

10 sired. - 
17 denotes a horizontal row of blank 

spaces located immediately beneath the up 
pel row 15 and having a space in each of 
the vertical columns of the table adapted to 

5 be punched or otherwise marked to indicate 
the amount of the principal of the obliga 
tion, upon which amount interest is to be 
paid. Said blank spaces 17 are preferably 
punched, as shown at 18, so that no possible 

20 change can be made in the amount of the 
principal of the obligation and in the illus 
tration, which is a certificate for $156.00, the 
spaces 17 beneath the suns $100.00, $50.00, 
$500, and $1.00 are punched. 25 By providing the interest table and desig 
nating the amount of the principal of the 
obligation thereon, it will ? seen that the 
anount of accrued interest at the expiration of any period of six months may be quickly 

30 ascertained by adding together the different 
sums of interest appearing in the punched 
vertical columns opposite the number ap 

5 

pearing in the vertical column 6 and repre 
senting the number of months in question. 

35 For example, in the present illustration the 
mnotunt interest which would be due at 
he expiration of 18 months can be found 
by adding together the sums $6.00, $3.00, 
S.30 and $.06, . . . 4??? From the foregoing it will be seen that 
the invention provides a negotiable instru 

ment in the nature of a certificate of deposit which will bear interest for a predetermined 
number of years without being renewed. It 
therefore answers the purpose of a savings 
bank book and is at the same time a nego * ?? 

tiable instrument. By making the certific 
cate so that different amounts can be filled 
in the necessity of the bank carrying on hand 
a plurality of certificates of different de 
date spaces and amount spaces so that the 
date and amount may be punched, it trill be 
impossible for the certificate to be altered or 
changed. 

IIaving thus described the invention what 
is claimed is: 
A monetary certificate bearing a principal 

sum and a table for computing the amount 
of the principal sum and indicating the in 

55 

60 
terest thereon for prescribed periods, said . 
table comprising a series of figures, a col 
umn having divisions of time, and a series 
of columns adjacent the first named column 
having calculated amounts arranged under 
said figures to indicate the amounts of in 
terest thereon for the periods of time, said 
series of columns being separated from said 
figures by spaces, whereby the amount of 
the principal sum may be ineradicably 
marked upon the certificate and the columns bearing the aggregate amount of interest for 
any time period tilhereon indicated by a sin 
gle set of marks without marking or erad 
icating any of the figures of the table. 
In testimony whereof I hereunto affix my 

signature in the presence of two witnesses. 
HJALMAR A. ANDERSON. 

Witnesses: . " ??. O. W. MALIGREN, 
EMIL, SwENsoN. 
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ominations is avoided and by arranging the 

  


